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"Brilliant…the first publication about autism I've read that I'd recommend to people who wanted to know
what it was like. She writes powerfully about her family members and her sons, and allows readers to see
the males behind the label of autism. Charlotte Moore offers three children, George, Sam, and Jake. George
and Sam are autistic. George and Sam requires the reader from the births of every of the two males,
along the painstaking way to medical diagnosis, interventions, schooling and even more." -Nick Hornby, author
of In regards to a Boy and QUITE A DISTANCE DownFor the parents, family members, and close friends
of the 1 in 250 autistic kids born yearly in the usa, George and Sam provides a unique look into the life of
the autistic child. Moore does not feel the need to find cause or treat, but simply for the best ways to
help her sons.George and Sam emerge from her narrative as distinct, wonderful, and at times frustrating
children who both are autistic through and through. Their often puzzling behavior, unusual food aversions,
and the different ways that autism effects George and Sam lend deeper insight into this confounding
disorder.Charlotte Moore is a article writer and journalist who lives in Sussex, England with her three sons.
She conveys to readers what autism is and isn't, what therapies have worked and what hasn't been
effective, and paints a moving, memorable portrait life with her males. She is the writer of four novels and

three children's book. She is a contributor to numerous publications. For two years she wrote a highly
acclaimed column in the Guardian called "Mind the Gap" about lifestyle with George and Sam.
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Great for anyone wanting to familiarize themself with autism I really like this book! Moore gives a hilarious
yet sometimes sombering description of lifestyle with not just one but two boys with Autism Spectrum
disorder. It includes tons of insight for those completely not really acquainted with ASD, and great
anecdotes, examples, and treatment plans for those who are but may be seeking to learn more Written
with the clarity of an excellent investigative reporter Written with the clearness of a good investigative
reporter, and the large heart of a mom, this book details the reality of autism in a Uk family. The way the
mother in this reserve describes her everyday issues and joys raising two boys with autism was therefore
interesting to read. Deborah A. we get an intimate view of the daily problem of coping with two autistic
males. As she researches the disorder and attempts everything she can to help her sons, she gives the
reader a evaluation of the way the United Kingdom handles autism, versus how America is dealing with it.
Charlotte Moore will describe treatments that she has tried, and discusses the pros and disadvantages of
the outcome in a realistic way. Great for parents of a child with autism! As a psychologist who works
together with kids with autism, I have read most of the books compiled by parents therefore i can have a
better understanding of their knowledge. She actually finished up wanting another reserve on a child raised
with Autism after scanning this one. If there is Autism in your family this book helps the parent/caregiver
know very well what is certainly going on with the youngster. A "must browse" for anyone near or caring

about an autistic child. She doesn't expect to look for a miracle cure, just treatments that may improve
her boys' quality of life. I actually laughed aloud reading about a few of their antics, reflecting on some of
these I've experienced with my own youthful granddaughter, who manages to tickle me about something
each time we're collectively. A definite must browse for anyone interested in autism or raising somebody
with autism. I really believe this is a great book for parents, specifically those who have a child that's newly
diagnosed. A fast read, very exciting and educational My child read this publication for a course, and she
cherished it. Most of the books focus on a few of the alternative treatments and how one or another
"cured" their child. She said that this book was such a fast read on her behalf, written in simple everyday
language, producing Autism easy to comprehend. With humor and courage, Mrs. She doesn't lead the reader
to trust that if they try a particular treatment their child will be healed. If you want to obtain an in-
depth knowledge of what autism really is, this is a must-examine. She wholly accepts who they are. Great
Insight into the World of Autism George and Sam is an exquisite venture in to the difficulties, beauty and
humor of this oftentimes peculiar condition. Moore doesn't clean up the picture; Mobley, Temple Hills,
Maryland Learned a lot I learned quite a bit about Autism, I've a family member who has Autism and
several close friends either with Autism or a kid living with it. I've found things I have done right and
several I have done wrong, that could have triggered a friend to have a more serious reaction, due to my
insufficient knowledge. Thank you for writing this reserve. THANK YOU Thank you for writing a funny,
realistic, non martyr, brave, and accepting account of what it's like to be a mother or father of an autsitic
kid. Helpful! This is simply not the case with "George and Sam".
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